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Let h E BMO, /‘EL”, 1 <p < cc, H’h denote the dual Hilbert transform of h 
defined on BMO according to the H’-BMO duality and H be the Hilbert transform 
defined as the pointwise limit almost everywhere of appropriate truncated integrals. 
We prove that H’b.Hf - bf = H(hHf) + H(fH’b) a.e. The proof uses distributional 
convolutions with up(l/.u) and a result of R. R. Coifman, R. Rochberg, and G. 
Weiss on the f-P-boundedness of some commutators. ’ 1987 Academx Press. Inc. 
1. NOTATION 
We consider real valued functions. The symbol H denotes the Hilbert 
transform defined as the following pointwise limit a.e.: 
HF(x) = lim 
s 
F(z) dt. 
/. - 07 - CL’ ” < /, < / , ,, CT n(x - t) 
The dual Hilbert transform on BMO is denoted by H’; thus, 
(H’h,h)= -(h, Hh) Vh E BMO, VheH’. 
As in [4], the space (1 + x2)lj2 a;~ = 9;1+ x9~1 is the set of all dis- 
tributions T such that (1 + x’) -‘I2 TE 3LI or, what is equivalent, the set of 
all distributions of the form T= T, + XT, with T, E 9nl,1, T2 E 9;1. The 
topology on this space is defined according to [4] also, i.e., T is said to 
converge to zero in (1 +x2)“* S;, if (1 +x2)- I” T converges to zero in 
9;1. 
For TE~~;I+x&,I, we also use the convolution T*vp( l/xx) as the latter 
is defined in [4], i.e., for every cp E 9, 
(T*vP-$v)= -( (1 +x’)~“* T, (1 +x2)“’ 
The operator S?‘: TH T*vp( l/~x) is continuous from CS)L, + ,x9;, into 9’ 
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and coincides with the usual Hilbert transform on L”, I -c/7 < x [4]. 
Moreover, it coincides with the Hilbert transform on H’ too, since. for 
every cp E .Y and .f E H’, 
= (f*fG)(o) =(Hf*4)(0) = (Hf; vo>> 
where G(t) = cp( -t) and the third equality results from 1113 
Proposition 8.2.3. 
It is known that BMO functions do not necessarily belong to U;~l+ x9;, 
(for example, sign x does not). This justifies the choice of a distinct 
notation for the dual Hilbert transform H’ on BMO and the above dis- 
tributional one. 
Besides, the multiplication operator by f is denoted by M(f) and the 
commutator of A, B by [A, B] = AB - BA. The following abbreviations are 
used also: 
~~L’insteadof(l+~~)‘~L’=L’((l+x~))”*dx), 
~‘~‘gtodenote {g~C~:sup~[(l+~~)‘* ~D”~(x)~]<~,VKEN~, 
Lf to denote the set of all LP-functions with compact support. 
2. PRODUCT PROPERTIES 
2.1. THEOREM. If h E BMO, f’~ Li’, 1 <p < cc, then the ,following identit? 
holds almost everywhere: 
H’h.flf - hf = H(hHf) + H(,fiH’h). (1) 
2.2. Remarks. (i ) In ( 1 ), h and H’b are defined modulo constants. 
When h and H’h are, respectively, replaced by b + c,, H’b + c2, where 
c, , c2 are constants, the same function c2 Hf - c, f is added to both mem- 
bers of (1). Thus, identity (1) holds a.e. whatever the choice of the con- 
stants c, , c2 may be. 
(ii) As a corollary of (l), we obtain the inverse identity 
h.Hf +,fH’h = - H(H’b.Hf-,fh) a.e., by replacing b by H’b or f by Hf: 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first suppose that cp E .Y or cp E Lf’, for some 
1 <p < 01), and b E BMO. By [2], we have 
(p.HY+ Y.Hcp = - H(HqHY- cpY’), VYEE. 
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Thus, 
mm<b, v.HY+ y.Hv),~ 
= -mm(b, H(ffv.ffY-vYY/)),~ 
= BMO(Hlb, HqHY-cpY’),, 
(2’ H,LI(Hc+xH’b, HY),c~m~,a- ,c,,,(cp.H’b,Y),u 
= - &i%‘(Hq.H’b) + cp.H’b, Y>,, VYEY, 
where ( x ) is justified by the fact that IHcp(x)l d c 1x1~ ’ as 1x1 -+ cc when 
cpE,!Cf or Lf. 
On the other hand, 
Therefore. 
cp.H’b + b.Hq = -#(Hq.H’b) + X(cpb) (3) 
holds in Y’, or, which is equivalent, 
CM(b), %I cp = CM(H’b), .*I(&) (4) 
in 9’. 
Now, for l/p+ I/q= 1, we have by [2], 
IIq.HY+ Y.HqlI,l= Ijcp.HY+ Y.Hqll,~+ //HqHY-cpYl1.1 
d c II VII ,!Y II Yll ,L% 
Thus, it results from (2) that [M(b), A?] cp E Lp. Moreover, both com- 
mutators in (4) extend on L”. For every ,f‘~ L”, 1 <p < co, we have 
CM(b), c*lf‘= [M(H’b), X](Hf) in Lp and a.e., 
(5) 
and 
II CM(b), WIIp,p = II CWH’bh ~lllp.,~ c llbllem, 
where [.I denotes the closure of the operator. 
Besides, [M(b), Z] and [M(b), H] coincide on Lf , 1 < p < co. Indeed, 
b E Go,, for every 1 <r-c co, and thus bcpE L” when t/r+ l/p= l/s< 1 
which implies H(bq)= P(bq) a.e. Furthermore, by [3], we know that 
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[M(h), H] is bounded from L” into L /I, 1 <p < x. Consequently, (5) can 
be written as [M(h), H],f= [M(H’h), H](Hf’) a.e., V,~E LP. I <p < x. 
which is an alternative formulation of the thesis. 
Furthrv Remarks. (1) Both members of (3) belong to (1 + x’)’ ’ L’. 
By replacing h by H’h, we also have, for h E BMO, cp E .Y or L:, 1 <p < ~1, 
H’h.Hq - hq = X(cpH’h + hHcp)), 
which proves that X2 = -I on the subspace 
~hH~+cp.H’h:h~BMO,cp~,‘PorL~,I~p~c~of(l+~~)’~~L’. 
(2) The following pointwise approximations can be deduced from the 
proof of theorem 2.1: 
H(,fb) = lim .#((~~,h) a.e., 
H(HJH’h) = lim ,%(Hcp,,.H’h) a.e., 
for every h E BMO,f’c Lp, 1 <p < m, where (Pi, is a suitable subsequence of 
(Pi E L:, (Pi tending to f in L”. 
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